BUMED NOTICE 6000

From: Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
To: Holders of the Manual of the Medical Department

Subj: CHANGE IN MANMED, CHAPTER 2, ARTICLE 2-13, MEDICAL JOURNAL

Ref: (a) MANMED, Chapter 2

1. **Purpose.** To update completion of Medical Journal in each medical activity.

2. **Action.** To update reference (a), delete MANMED article 2-13(1) and replace with:

   (1) Each medical activity will utilize BUMED-approved automated logs, i.e., SAMS, ships deck logs, or other mandated logs required by Fleet Commanders (formerly identified as CINC)s)/Type Commanders (TYCOMS) directives to record events concerning the Medical Department and those command evolutions that require Medical Department input. For any unusual event requiring documentation, a “Memorandum for the Record” as defined by the Correspondence Manual, SECNAVINST 5216.5 series, will be utilized and routed through the appropriate chain of command.

   (2) Medical Departments utilizing the Medical Department Journal as an inter-department watch turnover log may do so by following local directives.

3. **Cancellation Contingency.** Retain until incorporated into reference (a).
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   M. L. COWAN

Available at: [http://navalmedicine.med.navy.mil/default.cfm?selTab=Directives](http://navalmedicine.med.navy.mil/default.cfm?selTab=Directives)